Monetary Policy and the Price Rule:
The Newest Odd Couple
14. W. HAFER

ONETARY policy is not formulated in a
vaeunmn; it always follows some guideline. Over the
years, monetary policy guidelines have taken many
forms: controlling the qnantit\!- of money as a set ratio to
the stock of gold, pegging a specific interest rate and,
currently, targeting directly on the growth of one or
more monetary aggregates.
During the past few years, detractors of the monetary targeting approach haye called for alternative control procedures. Sonic have argned for the use of
broader measures of money and credit.1 Others have
urged that “real” interest rate targets be used in formulating monetary policy.2 Still others have called for the
re-introduction of a gold-standard type of policy.3
Another recommendation gaining popularity is for
monetary polieymakers to vary the stock of money to
offset short-run changes in some measure of prices.
Advocates of sneh a short-run “price rule” maintain
that the procedure ensures a better control over inflation and concomitantly decreases the publics uueertainty about the future direction of monetary policy.4

Although the alleged benefits of this proposal have
been discussed in the popular press, its disadvantages
have not been examined in any great detail. The purpose of this article is to examine the current feasibility
of a short-run price rule for monetary policy.
WHAT IS

A PRICE RULE?

In essence, a price rule requires that the monetary
authority attempt to maintain a chosen price index at a
particular level by varying the stock ofmoney. In other
words, the sole function of policy is to prevent the price
index from deviating snbstantially from a predetermined level. This is eqnivalent to keeping the relevant
inflation rate at zero.
The theoretical attraction of this approach is that, if
successful, it would maintain the purchasing power of
the dollar. Consider, for example, the decade of the
1970s in which prices rose considerably. If we compare
the purchasing power of today’s dollar with the 1972
dollar, today’s dollar buys less than half of the goods
and services that one dollar bought at 1972 prices. For
instance, the GNP deflator
a broad measure of
prices stood at 208.51 in 111/1982, compared with its
level of 100 in 1972 (the base year). This means that a
dollar today buys only 48 cents worth (100 -i- 208.51) of
goods and seryiees compared to what it bought in 1972.
—

‘See the recent arguments of Benjamin Friedman, ‘Time to Reexamine the Monetary Targets Framework,” New England Economic
Renew (March/April 1982), pp. L5—23, and Benjamin Friedman,
“ATwo-Target Strategy for Monetary Policy, Wall Street Journal,
January 27, 1983.
2
For a discussion of this issue, see C. J. Santoni and Courtenay C.
Stone, ‘‘The Fed and the Real Rate of Interest,’’ this Renew
(Decemher 1982), pp. 8-48.
3
For a look at the arguments. see Report to the Congress’ of thc
Conunis.sion on the Role of Gold in the Domestic and International
Monetary Systems (U.S. Government Printing Office, March
1982). F’or a useful retrospect of the commission and its report, see
Anna J. Schwartz, ‘‘Reflections on the Cold Commission Report”
Journal of Money, Credit andBanking(Novemher 1982, Pt, 1), pp.
538—51.
Recem it argu me,its favoring this Ibrin of price lu Ic are fomind ii
Rohcrt Genetski, ‘The Benefits of a Price Rule,” Wall Strecl
Journal, Deccmher 10, 1982; ‘‘Unraveling?” Ui/all Street Joo mel,
January 21, 1983: Rohert Mundell, “The Deht Crisis: Causes and
Solutions.’ Wall Street Journal, J ansiary 31, 1983; and Alan
Reynolds, ‘‘The Trouble with NI onetarism. Policy Renew (Sum—
mner 1982). pp. 19—42.

—

The desirability of knowing the dollar’s future purchasing power is obvious. This knowledge would simplify activities such as planning an investment strategy
or contracting. Stable prices also would result in lower
market rates of interest; the cost of borrowing against
future income is reduced when there is less uncertainty about future prices.
There are two approaches to maintaining the level of
prices. The major difference between the two is the
time fi-ame used to implement policy. One approach
emphasizes the importance of controlling and reducing
the trend or long—run money growth in order to i-educe
the trend or long—run rate of inflation to zero. This
5
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Table 1
Selected Price Indexes and Their Major Components1
GNP
cm
Personal Consumption Expenditures
Durable
Nondurable
Services
Fixed Investment
Nonresidential
Structures
Producers Du able Equipment
Residential
Notarm Structures
Farm Structures
Producers Durable Equipment
Exports
Imports
Government Purchases of Goodsand
Service
Federal
National Delense
Nondefense
State and Local

Food and Beverages
Food
Food at Home
Food Away from Home
Alcoholic Beverages
Housing
Shelter
Fuel and Other Utilities
Household Furnishings
and Operations
Apparel and Upkeep
Transportation
Private
Public
Medical Care
Medical Care Commodities
Medical Care Services
Erntertarnment
Entertainment Commodities
ritertainment Services
Tobacco Products
Personal Care
Personal Care and Educational
E penses

RICP

Farm Products and Processed
Foods and Feeds
Textfle Products and Apparel
Hides Skins Leathers and
Related Products
Fuels and Related Products
and Power
Chemicals and Allied Products
Rubber and Plastic Products
Pulp, Paper and Allied Products
Metals and Metal Products
Machinery and Equ pment
Furniture and Household
Durables
Nonmetallic Mineral Products
Transportation Equ pment
Miscellaneous Equipment

Copper Scrap
Lead Scrap
Steel Scrap
Tin
Zinc
Burlap
Cotton
Pnnt Cloth
Wool Taps
Cow Hides
Rosin, W’ndow
Glass
Rubber
Tallow

SNIP represents the GNP deflator, CPI is the Consumer Price Index PPI is the Producer Price Index and PlOP is the Raw Industrial
Oommodity Pnce Index

approach
essentially that ach oeated bs monetarists
is pre sume d to underlie can rent morn tai s pohe~
actions.

the U.S.c donomy The’, range from the broadly inclu—
sw and wideN used GNP deflator to the highly spe
cialized Raw Industrial Commodity Price (RICP) in-

The other appi o’xeh emphasizes nan ing the stock of
money to offset short—te mm price changes (e g. less
than a yen). rhe problems inln rent in this latter
approach are the focus of this article

den. Some ss here hetsx ten these two in eos erag are
the Consumer Price Inidex (CPI) md the Pi oducer
Price Index (PPI). Table 1 pros ides a hr ‘akdown of
each index into its in~jorcomponents.
ts seen in t’ible 1 the c mw i ‘m ‘e of the indexes doe
not alw as s on eil’mp. Some mdc xc. like the CPI n present prides for final goods
that is goods that hax e
completed the produetion process
and include non
commodity items like sers ices rent, interest charges
and e ntertainme ifl. I lie RICP meld how ener mci
sores price s during or before the prodnetion proee ss.
Con se queuu tls this mdc x represents the prices
charge d to pioduce’u s of goods and sem s ices which
when old to the final consumer will appear in the

—

-

.

—

-

—

.

—

Before one can establish a price i ole for mont tar’,
policy one must eie termine sshicli puce index to use as
a guide. ‘I his sele etion cnn he quite difficult bee nose it
uP. oh es anss ering the follow ing q mestions’’. I loss
broad should the mdc x be? Should it include only fin ml
goods? Intem mediate goods? Raw m’mterials? Hos
elosels should eh’inge s in the mdc parallel changes in
the- mone~stock? User what time pm nod should the
comparisons he mack ?
-

-

Nume rous price mdc e eurrentl\ aue c’ileul ite el for
6

Table 2 w hieh pre sents the simple correlation
among growth rates for each index os er a s ariet~of
tin e periods shows just how close Is the diffe ient
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Table 2

Simple Correlations Between Growth Rates of Price Indexes
lrdex

Pamrmng
GNP GPI
CNP-PPI
ONP-RICP
CPI-PPI
CPI-RJCP
PPI Rl~P

Permod
.

._

—--—

_l 1960--HI 1982
090’
065
007
0 /3’
U.6
0 46

I 1960-IV 195~

11963 IV 1959

.970—IV ‘97$

0 ~8
002
08
040
9-6
0 04

081
028
nI
39
045”
0 68

090-

076

062-

04C

011

miii
0 6?~

GNP ac-qc’es Inc GNP d&matui OR -s l’e Consmmmncr ~rmcc‘r’ccx FF1
Corrmodmtmcs P-i_c Index A grrw~l:r~te~
a~ecor”po mdcc brir~La. ~
Sta3stmcaIi~adherent t’nn- ,cro bi Pie 95 pcmrcc”l did ol s’qrd caice

indexes move together. ~Looking first at the left—hand
column, which shows the correlation coefficients for
the 1/1960—111/1982 period, we see that the size of the
correlations declines as the disparate nature of the
indexes increases. For example, over tIme full period,
the simple correlation between the CNP deflator and
the CP1 is 0.90. This drops to 0.65 for the GNP
deflator—PPI comparison and to 0.07
a value not
statistically different from zero
when we compare
the deflator’s movements to those of the RICP index.
Not unexpectedly, the correlations reveal a closer rela—
tionshmp between movements in the PPI and the RICP
(0.46). because the coverage of these two measures is
more similar. Thus, as a role, the more closely the two
indexes are defined, the greater the correlation between them.
—

—

The most interesting aspect of table 2 is the variety of
correlations over the shorter time spans. For instance,
the correlation between the CNP deflator and tIme CPI
ranges from —0. 18 to 0.90. Similarly, time correlation
between the GNP deflator and time RICP index varies
from a high of 0.44 to a low of —0.11. The correlations
over shorter periods are quite volatile and, in many
instances, not statistically different from zero. This
indicates that, except perhaps for the GNP-CPI link
since 1965, no easily discernible relationship whatsoever exists between the indexes shown. This result
arises, in part, because the indexes differ un their
coverage of goods and services.
5

The correlation coefficient captures the degree of closeness in the
movements of two series. It range’s from — 1.0 to 1.0, indicating.
respectively. perk’etlv opposing and perfectly coordinated moveuments. Thus, if time two series are unrelated, thc correlation coefficient will be close to zero. For a description of the’ statistic, see
Paul C. Hod, Introduction to Mathematical Statistics (John C.
Wiley & Sons., Inc., 1962), pp. 163—68.

I 19Th-IH ~98~

07’
009
0 43

5 P’e Produi p
o~ chance

Prtp I-des and RIOP

312

~49
tie Raw Inojsrmal

Because Different “Weights” Are
Used.
-

-

We have seen that the cox’erage of the indexes is
dilThrent. At the same time, their construction necessitates that the various components he assigned some
“weight.’’ Tlmis weight helps to determine the relative
importance of the item in the ‘basket’’ of goods and
services represented by the indes. This difft’rential
treatment of components can produce a dilemma for
poheymakers if movements in time overall index are
elomimmateel. temporarily at least, by fluctuations in one
or two component prices. For e’xample, if one c-ompo—
nent increases sharply and it has a relatively large
weight, the index will increase even thougim other
prices have not changed. Timis effect
called a relative
price slmock xviii cause the index to increase’ rapidly,
giviisg the appearance ofa general increase in prices.6
—

—

Io illustrate timis, cimart 1 plots the rate of inflation
measured two ways: one by the CPI, the other by the
CPI minus energy prices. Notice how’ dif1~rentthe two
inflation rate series are during periods when energy
prices increased more rapidly than other prices in the
CPI. During the oil price shocks of 1974 and 1979, the
CP1 inflation rate is noticeably higher when energy
prices are included than w’hen they are excluded.

°Analysesofthe impact of‘‘relative pm’iee shocks” on measured plied
indexes are pm’ovideel in Alan S. Blimider, ‘‘The Consumer Price
index and the Measurement of Recent Inflation, -. Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity (2: 1980), pp. 539—65; Stanley Fischer, “Relative Shocks, Relative Pi’ice Variahility, and Imifiation,
BrookirigsPaperson EconomnicActirirq (2’’. 1981), pp. 381—431; and
Lawrence S. Davidsoms, “Inflatioms Misinformation and Monctam’y
Policy,’’ this Renew (JunelJuly 1982), pp. 15—26.

7
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Chart 1

Inflation Rates of the CPI and the
CPI Less Energy Prices 1.].
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[j~Inflation rates are compounded annual rates of change.
Shoded oreos represent
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To further demonstrate the impact that changes in
the price of one importammt eomnmodit group can have
on an imidex, eimart 2 plots the inflation rates of the ppj
and the PP1 mninus fuels and related proeludts and
power. Again, there is a noticeable diflktrenee in the
8

the CPI less energy.

two series dmuring periods of rapidly risimmg energy
prices.
To illustrate the problem timat this data might pose
for pohcy, suppose the mnonetary authority used the
PPI on which to base its decision ahout future money
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Table 3

Simple Correlations Between Inflation Measures and Money Growth1
Price
Index

I 1960—Hi/i 982

Period
11t965—lVii969

I/i960—IV 1964

l/1970—IV’1974

Ii 975-41111982

076
ogg~
035
043

Q493
062
065
062

e
059
068
063
013

033
039
0.46
t47

028
038
005
028

015
032
015
009

LONG-RUN

CPI
PR
RIGP

083
0.82~
064
026

007
030
002
077

040
045
032
023

011
037
001
035

SHORT-RUN
CPI
RICP

Long-run money growth measured as a 12 quarte moving average of M growth Short run money growth is the money growth ate
lagged one quarter relative to prices
See notes aecompa yeng table 2 for definlt on of price mndexe
S atmsttcaily different from zero at the 95 pe cert level of significance

Thris relative price hock. — the source of mshmch
often ltd’5 hem ommd the p0mm ci of moimetary pohcm makers
to influence
has c direct implications fhr pohem ad—
tiomms. Detcrminimmg thc source magnitride (mmmd dura—
tion of such abcrr ttions — cli ai’im no small task
would he necessam m under a shot t—t mi price mule.
—

Time point of time previous exercise is to illustrate the
dmfhcultm in selecting pi icc index to guide mom tan
policy actions. IJoms should pohcymakers react to rela—
time price shocks that change time measured rate of
infi ttiorm? Should money growth he i-educed in time face
of arm inercasc in time price immdex whemm, in fact, time
increase caim he ti-aced directiy to reiative moyememmts
imm one componeimt of the index?
-

-

-

hvmdence presented elsewhere indicates that reiatime price shocks are of short duration in their eflect on
time overaH inflation rate. Thus, if mommetary policy
attetmmpts to quell observed increases in a price imudex
caused hi’ nomm—mommetarv reiatiye price simoeks, it mviii
serve only to exacerbate the problem of price stahility
once the efl~ctsof tIme reiatim’e price shock abate.
In summary, the adoption of a price rule fhr rnone—
-

ibid.
10

tars poiic\ must first address tIme thot mmm issue of select
immg a specific price index. Timis seiedion is compliecat d
for scm d’I al reasons. First there are as at iets ofind xes
from mm hieh to choose’ each ha a different come rage and
a different pattem n of behavior. Second, them are all
subject to temporarm mom ements that m d present tIme
efl~ctof some relatim e price change; thus, policm makers must chstimmgmuish those movemmments imm the index to
which they simould respond from those mom cnn nts
they should ignore.
\1O\ L~ GROW IH t\ D F’ Fl 41 lO~
A mmecessar condition fbr a simort’run pried rule to
function properly is that time chosemm price index re—
spomud quickly and m-ehahly to changes imm time money
stock. This is, after all, the very heart of time suggested
procedure. Because a price rule assumes that the
uncleriyimmg cause of immflation is a change in the growtim
of time money stock, it is important to examinejust how
qcmicklm’ movements in time price indexes respond to
money growth.
‘l’abie 3 presents em’idence on the relatiommship he—
tween the growth in money (Ml) and four measures of
inflation.8 A simple correlation between inflation and
.,

,.

Lmicpmrieal snppmsrt for the proposmtmomi that mnfiation reflects
changes in the growth of’ mmiomiev is provided iii Demmis S. Karmsosky,
“The Link Between Money arid Prices — 197 l’.~76.“ this Remciew
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Ml growth is mised to capture time association The
“iommg—term’’ rate, of Ml growtim used to examine this
association is measured as a 12-quarter moving average. These correlations appear in the upper imaif of
table 3. Correlatiomis between the yam’ions inflation
measures and ‘‘short—term” Nil gromm’th, represented
by the one—quarter lagged gromvth rate, are nsc,ci to
assess the short—run impact of Nil gromvth 0mm inflation.
These are shown in the Iomver half of table 3. The
eorreiatiomms are caicuiated for time, same time periods
used in table 2°
-

A comparison of the results reveals that inflation
generafly exhibits a closer reiatiommship to longer—term
movements in Nil than to its short—term changes. The
hill-period results (1/1960—111/1982) immdicate that the
correlation hetweemm inflation and Nil gromvth is ahout
twice as great usimmg hong-term relative to short-term
money growth. This srmggests that prices are more
responsive to the changes in Nil that imave occtmrrecl
durimmg the preceding three-year period timan to time
changes in the prem’ious quarter. Thus, altering time
growth of Ml in response to current changes in a price
index — changes that are actually the resuit of’ policy
actions during the past three years — aggravates time
volatility of prices over the long run.
For shorter time periods, time money-price limmk is
quite variahie. Except for the RICP ii~dex’’andthe PP1,
the correlation between long-term money growth and
inflation drops noticeably during the 1970—74 period.
This is clue primarily to the non—mommetarv hmctors — for
example, the imposition and removai of wage and price
controls amid the OPEC oil price immcreases — timat
affected some prices relatively more than others during tins era.
For a short-run price rule to work effectiveiy, prices
must respond quickly and rehahlv to changes in time
money stock. The evidence in table 3 demonstrates
that this is not the case. The correlation hetween price
changes and short—run money growth is extremely
yariable across diflèremmt time periods in some periods,

there is a positive relationship, while in others it is
negative. Indeed. tlmis is true regardless of the index
used. More important, oniy 2 out of 16 suhperiod
correiations reported imi table 3 are statisticailv diffi,r—
ent from zero at the 95 percent level of confidence Ibr
the simort—rumm correiations. In contrast, 10 omit of 16
suhperiod correlations are significantly different frommm
zero for the long—run correlations.
Thus, the em’idence immclicates that time various price
indexes (10 not respond to chammges imm short—run Ml
growth in a sufficiently reliable mammner to make a price
rule practical for short—term policy imorizoims. The correlations do reveal, however, the, existence ofa rehahie
long-run connection between price changes and
moimev growth
-

A

PRICE-BELL MONETARY POLICY
~tNI) VARIABLE MG.NEY GROWTH
Variable mommey growth camm affect real economic
activity in the, short run. As mioted previously, in time
long run, changes in nmonev growth are reflected iim
price changes. During the short run, imowever,
changes in money growtim first affect spending and
production decisiomis. If money growth dechne,s fhr
enough and long enough from its estahhshed trend!, it
then heads to a downturn in reai ecommomnic activity.
To illustrate this point, chart 3 plots the trend rate of
Ml growth, nmeasured as a 20-quarter moving average,
and its short—rumm growtim, depicted by a 2—quarter moving average. Recessiomms are designated by shaded
areas.
Chart 3 depicts the common relatiommsimip during time
past two decades between sharp reductions in simort—
run Nil growth relative to its trend and real economimic
activity. mci Prior to eacim recession, substantial reductions in simort—rm.mn N~:l1 growth relative to trend occurredl. For example, short—run Ni 1 gromvth fell from

l<~ClarkWarhsmrton was a pioneer in this type of’ analysis. See his
(Jmmne 1976), pp. 17—23; Keith M . Carlsomm. ‘‘The Lagiromn Money to
Prices,’’ this Review (Octoher 1980), pp. 3—10; and John A. Tatom.
“Energy Prices amid Short-Run Economic Perf/srmnauee,” this Rerica (Jamnmary 1981). pp. 3—17. it is this type of evidence on which
the argument fin reducing the long—term rate ofinflation by reducing the trend rate of money growth is hased.
An alternative view is represented iii George L. Perry, “imifiatioms
in Theory and Practice,” Brookings Papers on Economic Ac!ieity
(I: t980), Pp. 207—Il.
~Fhe analysis also was done using a 20-qmmam’tem mmioVimlg avem’age of
Ml growth as the Iong—nmn measure. This change did not alter the
conclusions reached in the text.

Bank Reserves amid Business Fhietuations - ‘‘Jonnull547
of the58
A mer~
icon Statistical Association (Deeemher 1948), pp.
— . re~
printed in Dcy, re,s,iio,m, Inflation, and Monetary Policy: Selected
Papers 1945—1953 (The Johns Hopkimis Press, 1966). Similar amialyses are presented by Milton Friedman and Anna J, Schwartz,
“Mormey and Business Cycles,” Review of Economics and Statistics (Fehruary 1963), pp 32—78; Wiltiaum Poole, ‘The Relationship
of Momsetam’y Deeeleratiomss to Business Cycle Peaks: Another
7Look
2 at the Evidence.” Journal of Finance ~ rinse 1975), pp. 697—
l c amscl Dallas S. Batten and it. W. Hafer. ‘‘Shori’Rusn Money
Gm’omyth Elm metuations and Real Eco nomn ie Activity c Some Immipliea—
tim,ns hr MonetarvTargeting,’’ this Review (May 1982), pp. 15—20.
An analysis using a 12—qmmam’ter mnovimrg avem’age of momley growth
did not alter the findings reported iml the text.
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Chart 3

Rates of Change of Money Stock (Mi)
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[~Twenty-quarter rate of change; data prior to ist quarter 1964 are Ml on the old basis.
Shaded areas represent periods of business recessions,
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about 2 percentage points above its trend to about 5
percentage points beiow trend within several quarters
prior to the II/1980—III/1980 recession. A similar pattern of rapid deceleration in Ml growth relative to
trend precedes the m-nost recent recessionary episode
during 1981 and 1982~mm
The implementation of monetary policy using a
short-run price rule necessitates varying the growth of
the money stock in response to changes in some price
immdex. Consequently, it is likely that the growth of the
money stock would be more variable under a price rule
than it wouid he mmnder a mnonetarv’ targeting rule. The
prospect of increased variability of money growth is an
additional factor that argues against the adoption of a
short-run price rule.

FEBRUARY 1983

short-run price rule might seem appealing at first
glance, the facts suggest that this approach is unlikely
to achieve its promised goal of price stability in either
the short- or tine lông-run.
There are a variety of problems that beset the shortrun price rule for monetary policy: Which price index
should be chosen? What should he done about relative
price change effects on the observed index? What will
the pohcymaker’s response be if variations in the
money stock to achieve short-run price stability
threaten to imnpede economic activity?

policy’ actions. While time arguimmemmts supportiimg a

The evidence presented mm this article indicates that
timese prohlenms are critical in discussing the adoption
of a price rule for monetary policy. Perhaps the mnost
damaging of all the evidence is the finding that shortrun mnoney growth has widely different effects on the
various price indexes investigated in thmis article. In
fact, them’e does mmot appear to he a simple stable rela—
tionship between short—run movements in the mnommev
stock and the different price indexes that is necessary
for the success of a price-rule monetary policy’.

mm Indeed, tise dramatic slowing in slmort-rius Ml growth melatis’e to
its tm’end and the increase ins its volatility (i.e., short-run Ml
growth that is far above and helow trend) during thme past two years
have Iscen associated witlm substantial reductions iii meal eeonomllie
activity. From iV/1979 to lV!1982, real output decreased at a 0.4
percent rate. The staisdard deviations ofmoney growth durimlg tlmis
period was 5.91 percent. ins comparison, the standam’d deviations of
mmmoney gmowth fmons IV/1976 to 111/1979 was 1.45 percent.

Finally, a price rule calls for varying the short-run
growth of money in amm attempt to achieve and maintain
a zero rate of inflation. The evidence suggests that such
variation in nmonetary growth could well lead to lower
growtlm in real economic activity and could evemm pro—
dmice frequent recessions if the variations in Ml growth
were sufficiently drastic and prolonged.

CONCLUSION
Advocates of a short-run price rmile approach to
monetary policy argue timat it is supem-ior to current
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